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Maria likes apples.

This apple 

looks delicious

Yummmmmmm...

Granola!
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When she finished eating her granola bar, she threw the 
wrapper on the ground, too.

I’m done eating this

I finished the 

granola bar.

When Maria was finished with her apple, 
she threw it on the ground. 
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One month passed...

Then another...

and another...

What was happening to the apple? It was disappearing! 
But the granola wrapper was still there.
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Wait a minute...

Where did my apple go?

Maria was confused. 
She decided to ask her grandmother about this. 
Grandmother knew everything! 
She would know where the apple was.
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"I am wondering why you think it is okay to just throw something on the ground 

when you don’t want it anymore," Grandmother scolded gently. "You know better 

than that."

Maria looked at the floor and squirmed a little. "I know. I'm sorry."

"So... you think your apple has disappeared?" asked Grandmother. 

"Well, just wait and watch. You'll see that it has not.
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"Your apple was made by Nature. When you threw your apple on the ground, you 

thought someone would take care of it for you."

"Maybe...but I don't really think I was thinking about what would happen at all," 

Maria said seriously.

"Well," Grandmother continued, "Nature doesn't let anything it makes go to waste. 

Nature has used your old apple to make something new. Watch carefully and you 

will see something beautiful come from what you thought had no more use."

"Your granola wrapper is very different, though. Watch. You will see."
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Soon after her talk with grandmother, Maria saw a little, green plant
push up out of the ground where she had tossed her apple - and right 
next to the granola wrapper that was still there.
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The tiny plant grew into a beautiful tree - right next to 
the granola wrapper that was STILL there.
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One day, when Maria looked outside, she saw that the tree was full of 
lots of tiny...APPLES! So that was what Grandmother had meant about 
Nature using her old apple. Nature had used it to make new apples!

But her granola wrapper was still there, right where she dropped it. 
Why hadn’t Nature made something out of that?
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"GRANDmother why did nature make something beautiful out of the apple, but not 

out of my granola wrapper?"

"Well, let's think about it. Who made the apple?" Grandmother asked.

"Nature," replied maria.

"And who made the granola wrapper?" Asked grandmother.

"ummmmm...people?" answered maria.   

"so, if nature takes care of what nature makes, who should take care of wHAt 

people make?" grandmother said softly.

"people!" maria gasped and ran out of the room into the backyard.
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She quickly picked up the granola wrapper, but then stopped.  
Now what? Nature had made a tree from her old apple.  
What could she do with a granola wrapper? 

Maria thought long and hard.  Then she remembered 
something that made her smile.  She knew what to do!
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Maria called her friends and told them about her apple and the tree and how 
Nature couldn’t take care of her granola wrapper.  She told them about something 
her teacher had said about a company that takes things like granola wrappers and 
uses them to make beautiful things that kids can use, almost just like Nature does.

They decided to save all of their granola wrappers and send them to this company. 
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And they put the first collection bin…

…right next to the apple tree!


